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DESCRIPTION OF DECISION 
 

Attorney’s fees in an estate are based upon the reasonable value of service actually rendered.  
Taking into consideration that the attorney’s efforts on behalf of the estate spanned a period of twenty-
one (21) months, the value of the estate in question, as well as the attorney’s professional skill and 
standing as an attorney in Northampton County, the fee was reasonable. 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION 

  

 

 

IN RE: ESTATE OF      : 

ANGELO JOSEPH LOPRESTI A/K/A    : 

ANGELO J. LOPRESTI,     : 

DECEASED       : 

: No. 1997-0644 

: 

 

 

 

ADJUDICATION 

 

 

This matter is before the Court pursuant to Lawrence 

F. Lopresti’s Objections to the First and Final Account of 

Donald Spry, Administrator D.B.N.C.T.A., filed on January 28, 

1999.  A non-jury trial was held before the Hon. F.P. Kimberly 

McFadden on March 16, 1999.  Following a review of the record 

and the testimony received at trial, we hereby make the 

following:   

 

 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

     1.  Angelo J. Lopresti died testate on May 28, 1997, 

in the County of Northampton, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.   
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2.  On June 5, 1997, Antonia M. Grifo, Esq. 

(hereinafter “Attorney Grifo”) was hired by Lawrence F. Lopresti 

(Larry Lopresti) and Cindy M. Lopresti (Cindy Lopresti), the 

named Executors in the Last Will and Testament of Angelo J. 

Lopresti (hereinafter “Executors”).  Attorney Grifo was hired to 

represent the Executors in the administration of the Estate of 

Angelo J. Lopresti.   

 

3.  Attorney Grifo has practiced estate planning since 

January 1, 1986.   

 

4.  On June 5, 1997, the Last Will and Testament of 

Angelo J. Lopresti was admitted to probate in the Orphans’ Court 

of the County of Northampton and Letters Testamentary were 

granted to the Executors. 

 

5.  On June 5, 1997, Attorney Grifo met with the 

Executors to discuss the steps involved in the administration of 

the estate, as well as the attorney’s fee to be charged for the 

administration of the estate, to probate the Will and to open an 

estate checking account and estate mortgage account; thereafter, 

on June 5, 1997, an estate checking account was opened by the 

Executors. 
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6.   During the June 5, 1997 meeting, Attorney Grifo 

informed the Executors that she could not calculate and quote an 

exact fee until the assets had been inventoried.   

 

7.  Additionally, she informed them that she would be 

able to make a determination as to the nature of the work to be 

performed with regard to the estate once the assets were 

inventoried. 

 

8.  During the June 5, 1997 meeting, Attorney Grifo 

described in general fashion how the fee would be calculated. 

 

9.  At that time, Attorney Grifo described that she 

would first calculate the fee as a percentage of the assets 

based on the “Attorney General Guidelines” and the “Lehigh 

County Guidelines,” to give the Executors an outside limit on 

the fee.  Attorney Grifo further stated that in her opinion 

these figures were always excessive and that the fee would be 

adjusted downward until it more accurately reflected the nature 

of the work to be performed. 

 

10.  Between June 5, 1997 and August 26, 1997, 
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billable services as described in Respondent’s Exhibit A were 

performed by Attorney Grifo. 

 

11.  On August 26, 1997, a meeting took place between 

Attorney Grifo and the Executors to discuss the fee as well as 

the deposit of an estimated tax payment to obtain the 5% 

discount on payment of the Pennsylvania Inheritance Tax. 

 

12.  At the August 26, 1997 meeting, copies of the 

draft calculations of the Pennsylvania Inheritance Tax and the 

fee were provided to the Executors and were discussed with them.  

(See, Respondent’s Exhibit G). 

 

13.  At the August 26, 1997 meeting, the Executors 

were 

informed that based on an estimated value of assets of 

$285,873.68, the fee was calculated at approximately $14,974.73, 

according to the schedule of fees approved by the Attorney 

General in the Johnson Estate and the Lehigh County Orphan’s 

Court Guidelines. 

 

14.  Thereafter, at the August 26, 1997 meeting, the 

Executors were informed of Attorney Grifo’s proposed $10,000.00 
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fee. 

 

15.  At the August 26, 1997 meeting, Larry Lopresti 

objected to the amount of the fee. 

 

16.  No fee was agreed upon between Attorney Grifo and 

the Executors at the June 5, 1997 meeting, at the August 26, 

1997 meeting, or at any time during their tenure as Executors. 

 

17.  Between August 26, 1997 and May 8, 1998, billable 

services as described in Respondent’s Exhibit A were performed 

by Attorney Grifo. 

 

18.  Between August 26, 1997 and May 8, 1998, Attorney 

Grifo prepared an Inventory and Inheritance Tax Return, a 

revised Inventory and Inheritance Tax Return, Income Tax and 

Fiduciary Returns for the Decedent and an Application for an 

Employer Identification Number for the Estate. 

 

19.  Between August 26, 1997 and May 8, 1998, several 

meetings occurred with the Executors and Attorney Grifo, and 

Attorney Molnar, on behalf of Larry Lopresti. 
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20.  As of May 8, 1998, Larry Lopresti refused to sign 

the above-referenced documents. 

 

21.  On May 8, 1998, April Cordts, Esquire filed, on 

behalf of Cindy Lopresti, a Petition for Citation Directed to 

Larry F. Lopresti to Show Cause Why He Should Not Be Removed 

From His Office as Executor. 

 

22.  On May 29, 1998, a conference occurred before the 

Hon. F. P. Kimberly McFadden, at which time this court directed 

that the parties attempt to resolve their differences. 

 

23.  On June 12, 1998, a meeting occurred; following 

the meeting, Larry Lopresti and Cindy Lopresti renounced their 

positions as Executors.  This court appointed Donald Spry, Esq. 

(hereinafter Attorney Spry), to serve as Administrator, 

D.B.N.C.T.A. 

24.  Between May 8, 1998 and March 15, 1999, billable 

services as described in Respondent’s Exhibit A were performed 

by Attorney Grifo. 

 

25.  Attorney Spry, in his capacity as Administrator, 

D.B.N.C.T.A., met with Attorney Grifo, reviewed the work she had 
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performed and would have to perform as attorney for the Estate, 

reviewed her reconstructed time records and agreed that a fee of 

$10,000.00 was reasonable. 

 

26.  Attorney Grifo maintained contemporaneous, but 

incomplete time records for the work she performed as Attorney 

for the Estate. 

 

27.  According to Attorney Grifo, she prepared a 

reconstructed bill from these time records and from a review of 

the file, notes and contemporaneous correspondence contained 

therein.  The bill contained time which can be documented.  

(See, Exhibit A).  Attorney Grifo further stated that additional 

work was performed, but was not included in the bill because 

there was not adequate documentation. 

 

28.  At all times in the administration of the Estate,  

there has been inadequate cash to pay the debts and expenses of 

the Estate. 

 

29.  On the date of death, the estate had $7,954.64 in  

cash, an automobile valued at $2,225.00, real estate valued at 

$255,000.00, and principal balances of two mortgages owed to the 
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estate valued at $34,732.14.  (See, Exhibit D, page 2). 

 

30.  An additional $109.84 was received as a Blue  

Cross/Blue Shield refund on January 7. 1998, creating $8,064.48 

cash available to the Estate.  (See, Exhibit D, page 2). 

 

31.  The mortgages were converted to cash totaling 

$13,469.40 in principal payments during the administration of 

the Estate.  (See, Exhibit D, page 2). 

 

32.  The estate required $33,063.59 in cash to meet 

its 

debts, funeral expenses, administration expenses, inheritance 

tax, fees and commissions.  (See, Exhibit D, page 2). 

 

33.  In the administration of the Estate,  

Cindy Lopresti advanced monies to the Estate from the monies she 

received as joint owner of various CD’s with Angelo J. Lopresti 

and with Larry F. Lopresti and Angelo J. Lopresti. (See, Exhibit 

D, pages 1 and 2; Exhibit J, page 1). 

 

34.  Cindy made the following advances during 

administration of the Estate: 
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6/5/97 (Joint Checking acct.)  $  613.23 

6/5/97 (Joint Savings acct.)     280.47 

6/20/97 (Joint C.D.)    7,650.88 

9/23/98 (Rent for real estate)  2,400.00 

Total advances    

 $10,944.58 

 

(See, Exhibit D, page 2). 

 

 

35. The Estate requires additional funds to pay the 

following unpaid administration expenses: 

 

12/18/98 M.L. Hardcastle,  

  Notary fees   $    25.00 

Reserve for closing costs, 

  filing receipts and 

  releases, postage, 

  copies        

250.00 

Donald Spry, commission as 

  Admin. D.B.N.C.T.A.   2,500.00 

Antonia M. Grifo, Esquire, 

  Attorney and counsel  

  fees   

  

10,000.00  

$12,775.00 

 

(Exhibit F, page 3). 

 

 

 

36.  The Estate requires additional funds to make the 

distributions of principal and interest to the beneficiaries in 

the amount of $12,977.21, as set forth in the First and Final 

Account.  (See, Exhibit F, page 7). 

Lawrence Francis Lopresti - IV(A)  

  35% of residue    $ 

4,542.03 
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Francis Angelo Lopresti - IV(B) 

  3% of residue        

389.32 

Angelo Joseph Lopresti, Jr. 

  IV% - 5% of residue       648.86 

Cherry Diane Kolb - IV(D) 

  2% of residue        

259.54 

Wayne Charles Lopresti - IV(E) 

  5% of residue        648.86 

Cindy Marie Lopresti - IV(F) 

  35% of residue      4,542.02 

Margaret Ann Lopresti - IV(G) 

  15% of residue      1,946.58  

$12,977.21 

 

 

37.  Cindy Lopresti has agreed to waive the immediate 

payment of her portion of the residuary of $4,542.02, to waive 

the immediate repayment to her of $10,944.58 of cash advances to 

the Estate, and to make an additional advance to the Estate of 

$4,776.14 in order to make all unpaid payments listed in the 

paragraphs above and to close the Estate. 

 

38.  Cindy Lopresti has agreed to accept the transfer 

of the $21,262.74 principal balance of the Wayne and Norma 

Lopresti mortgage in lieu of a repayment of her cash advances 

and payment of her portion of the residuary estate for 

distribution. 

 

39.  There is no specific direction in the Last Will 
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and Testament of Angelo J. Lopresti to transfer the mortgage 

from Norma and Wayne Lopresti to Cindy Lopresti, nor is there 

any direction which would prohibit the transfer. 

 

40.  The Administrator, D.B.N.C.T.A., has determined 

that it is within his discretion to transfer the mortgage in 

order to close the Estate and make the payments of the residuary 

to the beneficiaries and that it is fair to all beneficiaries. 

 

41.  This transfer does not confer any special 

benefit on Cindy Lopresti.  The transfer does require her to: 

(1) wait until February 1, 2001 for the funds, (2) accept an 

interest rate of 6% on the funds, and (3) accept the risk of 

nonpayment by the mortgagees and the costs and risk of 

collection, none of which she is required to do. 

 

42.  This transfer does not prejudice any of the other 

beneficiaries and enables them to receive their full 

distribution without having to wait until February 1, 2001. 

 

43.  Due to the conflicts of this Estate, it is in the 

best interest of all parties to make final distributions to the 

beneficiaries and close the Estate. 
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44.  A full accounting and description of the cash 

amount of $9,683.33 listed as Principal Balance on Hand, page 4 

of the First and Final Account is provided by reviewing Exhibit 

D, pages 1 and 2, in conjunction with the First and Final 

Account and Exhibit J, Cash Receipts/Estate Checking Account 

Register and Mortgage Account Register. 

 

45.  The sum of $12,665.71 on page 6 of the First and 

Final Account represents principal payment by Norma and Wayne 

Lopresti on the mortgage from June, 1997 through December, 1998 

as set fort on the amortization schedule, Exhibit H. 

 

46.  These payments of principal, in addition to the 

payments of interest for the same period, were deposited in the 

Mortgage Account as reflected in Exhibit J, pages 5, 6. 

 

47.  No disbursements were made from this account 

until 

October 2, 1998, when $6,750.00 was withdrawn and transferred to 

the Estate Checking Account so that there would be adequate 

funds to pay the Inheritance Tax of $11,255.47.  (See, Exhibit 

J, pages 1, 3). 
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DISCUSSION 

Larry Lopresti raises five (5) Objections to the First 

and Final Account of Donald Spry, Administrator D.B.N.C.T.A.
1
  

Larry’s Objections are as follows: 

1.  Attorney Grifo is not entitled to receive 

$10,000.00 in counsel fees as set forth in the accounting.    

2.  The $9,683.33 amount listed as Principal Balance 

on Hand is not sufficiently described. 

3.  The accounting fails to contain any reference as 

to the distribution or whereabouts of the $12,665.71 sum 

included within Changes in Investment Holdings. 

4.  The assignment of funds to Cindy Lopresti is 

unilateral and unsupported by the Will. 

 

                                                 
1
Objection 5 is not properly before this court and will not be addressed at this time.  
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We find Larry Lopresti’s Objections to be without merit. 

 

Attorney’s fees in an estate are based on the 

reasonable value of the service actually rendered.  In re Estate 

of Rees, 625 A.2d 1203, 1206 (Pa.Super. 1993) citing Dorsett v. 

Hughes, 509 A.2d 369 (Pa.Super. 1986).  “It is fundamental that 

an attorney seeking compensation from an estate has the burden 

of establishing facts which show that he or she is entitled to 

such compensation.”  In re Estate of Sonovick, 541 A.2d 374, 376 

(Pa.Super. 1988) citing Estate of Wanamaker, 460 A.2d 824, 825 

(Pa.Super. 1983).  

 

Absent an agreement between the parties, the court is 

empowered to determine the value of the fiduciary services and 

award reasonable compensation.  Thus, the court has the 

authority to reduce to a “reasonable and just” level those fees 

and commissions claimed by the personal representatives and 

counsel.  In re Estate of Sonovick, 541 A.2d at 376.  The 

determination of a reasonable compensation for an attorney for 

an estate “is not relegated to a clock and computer.  Time 

expended does not replace the test of reasonableness, and while 

time involved is a factor in setting a fair and reasonable fee, 

it is only one of several factors. . . “  In re Estate of Burch, 
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586 A.2d 986 (Pa.Super. 1991).   

   

It has been held that the facts and factors to be 

taken into consideration in determining the fee or compensation 

payable to an attorney include: the amount of work performed; 

the character of the services rendered; the difficulty of the 

problems involved; the importance of the litigation; the amount 

of money or value of the property in question; the degree of 

responsibility incurred; whether the fund involved was “created” 

by the attorney; the professional skill and standing of the 

attorney in his profession; the results he was able to obtain; 

the ability of the client to pay a reasonable fee for the 

services rendered; and, very importantly, the amount of money or 

the value of the property in question.  In re LaRocca’s Trust 

Estate, 431 Pa. 542, 546, 246 A.2d 337 (Pa. 1968).   

 

We note that this court has not adopted a schedule for 

calculation of compensation based on a graduated percentage 

format.  Although some attorneys in this county refer to the 

schedule employed in Lehigh County, the schedule is not binding 

in this county.  See, In re estate of Gerber, 1993-0043, 

Northampton County, June 30, 1995 (Freedberg, P.J.).  In the 

case before us, there was no agreement as to the fees to be 
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charged by Attorney Grifo; thus, in accord with the cited case 

law, we must determine the reasonableness of the fees based upon 

the work performed. 

 

The Estate of Angelo J. Lopresti had $7,954.64 in  

cash, an automobile valued at $2,225.00, real estate valued at 

$255,000.00, and principal balances of two mortgages owed to the 

estate valued at $34,732.14.  (See, Exhibit D, page 2).  The 

mortgages were converted to cash totaling $13,469.40 in 

principal payments during the administration of the Estate.  

(See, Exhibit D, page 2).  It appears that there were no 

significant difficulties in locating or in valuing assets.  

There has been controversy among the Executors; as a result of 

said conflict, Larry Lopresti and Cindy Lopresti renounced their 

positions as Executors and this court appointed Attorney Spry to 

serve as Administrator, D.B.N.C.T.A.   

 

Attorney Grifo became involved with the administration 

of the Estate on June 5, 1997.  Between August 26, 1997 and May 

8, 1998, Attorney Grifo prepared an Inventory and Inheritance 

Tax Return, a revised Inventory and Inheritance Tax Return, 

Income Tax and Fiduciary Returns for the Decedent and an 

Application for an Employer Identification Number for the 
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Estate.  Additionally, Attorney Grifo has provided a detailed 

listing of her involvement with the Estate as well as an 

accounting of the time which her involvement required.  

Following a review of Attorney Grifo’s work on behalf of the 

Estate, Attorney Spry agreed that an attorney’s fee of 

$10,000.00 was reasonable.  We find that, based upon her efforts 

on behalf of the estate spanning a period of twenty-one (21) 

months, as well as the value of the estate in question and 

Attorney Grifo’s professional skill and standing as an attorney 

in Northampton County, Attorney Grifo is entitled to a counsel 

fee in the amount of $10,000.00. 

 

Next, Larry Lopresti argues that the $9,683.33 amount 

listed as Principal Balance on Hand is not sufficiently 

described.  Furthermore, he argues that the accounting fails to 

contain any reference as to the distribution or whereabouts of 

the $12,665.71 sum included within Changes in Investment 

Holdings.  We disagree.   

 

A full accounting and description of the cash amount 

of $9,683.33 listed as Principal Balance on Hand, page 4 of the 

First and Final Account is provided by reviewing Exhibit D, 

pages 1 and 2, in conjunction with the First and Final Account 
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and Exhibit J, Cash Receipts/Estate Checking Account Register 

and Mortgage Account Register.  Additionally, a full and 

complete accounting has been provided with respect to the figure 

of $12,665.71 listed as “reduced interim principal payments.” 

Accordingly, Larry Lopresti’s Objections are without merit.   

 

Finally, Larry Lopresti argues that the assignment of 

funds to Cindy Lopresti is unilateral and unsupported by the 

Will.  Again, we disagree.   

 

In the administration of the Estate, Cindy Lopresti 

advanced monies to the Estate from the monies she received as 

joint owner of various CD’s with Angelo J. Lopresti and with 

Larry F. Lopresti and Angelo J. Lopresti.  (See, Exhibit D, 

pages 1 and 2; Exhibit J, page 1).  Thereafter, the mortgage 

originally held by Norma and Wayne Lopresti was assigned to 

Cindy Lopresti.  Said assignment was made in return for the 

advances Cindy Lopresti made to the Estate.   

 

We note that there is no specific direction in the Last 

Will and Testament of Angelo J. Lopresti to transfer the 

mortgage from Norma and Wayne Lopresti to Cindy Lopresti, nor is 

there any direction which would prohibit the transfer.  The 
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Administrator, D.B.N.C.T.A., determined that it was within his 

discretion 

to transfer the mortgage in order to close the Estate and make 

the payments of the residuary to the beneficiaries and that said 

transfer is fair to all beneficiaries.
2
  This transfer does not 

prejudice any of the other beneficiaries and enables them to 

receive their full distribution without having to wait until 

February 1, 2001.  Based on the foregoing, we find that Larry 

Lopresti’s Objection must be dismissed.   

 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 

                                                 
2
As noted, this transfer does not confer any special benefit on Cindy.  The transfer does 

require her to: (1) wait until February 1, 2001 for the funds, (2) accept an interest rate of 6% on 

the funds, and (3) accept the risk of nonpayment by the mortgagees and the costs and risk of 

collection, none of which she is required to do. 
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1.  An attorney is entitled to reasonable fees for her 

services as attorney for the estate.  Based upon the factors set 

forth in the discussion, Attorney Grifo is entitled to a 

$10,000.00 fee. 

2.  The $9,683.33 amount listed as Principal Balance 

on Hand is sufficiently described. 

     3.  The accounting contains adequate reference as to 

the distribution or whereabouts of the $12,665.71 sum included 

within Changes in Investment Holdings. 

4.  The transfer of the mortgage from Norma and Wayne 

Lopresti to Cindy M. Lopresti does not prejudice any of the 

other beneficiaries and is not prohibited by the Will. 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION 

  

 

 

IN RE: ESTATE OF      : 

ANGELO JOSEPH LOPRESTI A/K/A    : 

ANGELO J. LOPRESTI,     : 

DECEASED       : 

: No. 1997-0644 

: 

 

 

 

DECREE NISI 

 

 

 

AND NOW, this        day of May, 1999, the objections  

 

of Lawrence F. Lopresti are overruled.  Attorney Grifo is 

awarded  

 

a fee in the amount of $10,000.00.   

 

 

If exceptions are not filed within ten (10) days, the  

 

Clerk of the Orphans’ Court shall enter this Decree Nisi as a  

 

Final Decree. 

 

 

 

 

BY THE COURT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________,J 

F.P. KIMBERLY McFADDEN, Judge 

 


